Abstract: A design rule for mapping optimisation adapted to the turbo-equalization improved by iterative demapping is presented. We demonstrate that thanks to a carefully designed mapping, different to the classical Gray mapping, Bit Error Rate (BER) performance is improved for a frequency selective channel.
Introduction: Turbo-equalization is a receiving process performing iteratively equalization and channel decoding for frequency-selective channels. Soft information generated by each receiving function is improved through the iterations until the optimum behaviour of the system is reached. In the studied system the equalization part is based on adaptive filtering as proposed in [1] . In the context of Bit Interleaved Coded Modulation (BICM), the iterative demapping is an iterative process between the soft demapping device, which converts complex symbols into Log Likelihood Ratios (LLR) on bits, and the channel decoding [2] . In this Letter, we propose a mapping optimisation for the turboequalization improved by the iterative demapping presented in [3] and validate the design rule by simulation results for a 16QAM modulation. 
where is the subset of for which c .
In classical turbo-equalization is constant and equal to 1/16. The principle of the iterative demapping based on bit interleaving is to use the a priori probability on bits produced by the decoder at the previous iteration. Under the assumption that the coded bits are independent (perfect bit interleaving), the a priori probability on each symbol, for and As the IC can totally cancel the ISI, the optimum performance of turbo-equalization for fixed channels corresponds to the BICM over AWGN channel [4] . 
where ( ) ( We demonstrate that, thanks to iterative demapping and a carefully designed mapping, with the help of I 0 and I all , a significant gain on the BER performance can be reached compared to the classical turbo-equalization scheme. 
